SAMUEL C. HARVEY "In the development of medicine," said Helmholtz, "there lies a great lesson on the true principles of scientific progress." In this brief narrative, I should like to use "surgery" as the touchstone of such a progress. It is most applicable for this purpose for, as an applied science, it stands close to the elemental and urgent needs of man, while its proper performance demands the utmost in the way of imagination and of scientific acumen. It has always been most intimately concerned with the vicissitudes, and vagaries, of the development of scientific culture.
Surgery, so named by the Greeks, still bears all the praise or ridicule that is assigned to manual labor. But chirurgia was scarcely a term of opprobrium in the days when the most perfect of handiwork was taking form on the Acropolis, and the Disciples of Esculapius were not ashamed to display a "philotechnia". The clear and effulgent spirit of the Greek, besmirched by its long contact with orientalism, received a thousand years later its supreme misinterpretation by the University of Paris, which excluded all who worked with their hands. Thus the handicraft of surgery was degraded and segregated, thus "the liberal arts Medicine herself was eviscerated; the pernicious bisection of Medicine was made which has not yet spent its evil". There is only one body of the cause, and of the nature of disease, and of its diagnosis. Surgery is but the one hand of this corpus while the other is medicine. Alas, too often the right hand knoweth not what the left hand doeth.
Primeval surgery was confined to the care of wounds and injuries, and one can visualize the Neanderthal man, gashed and torn in his .bitter contests for food, cleaning his wounds as does the dog and empirically learning that the leaf or root of some plant relieved the pain. To make an incision, that is, to purposefully do himself or his mate an injury in the treatment of disease, was probably quite beyond his power of reasoning. Moreover, he had only the crudest of instruments; the piece of flint, fortuitously chipped, such as he used to flay the animals which provided him with food and clothing.
YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE, VOL. 2, NO. I We must distinguish, from the first, between the care of wounds accidentally received and the purposeful making of wounds, that is, operative surgery. The former is carried out by the instinct of animals and the latter as a result of reasoning power. The older writers amused themselves with tales of surgical procedures derived from the observation of animals. Pliny says that the practice of phlebotomy or bleeding was first employed by that intelligent animal the hippopotamus who "finding himself plethoric, goes out on the banks of the Nile and then searches for a sharp pointed reed, which he runs into a vein in his leg, and having thus gotten rid of a sufficient amount of blood, closes the wound with clay".
Furthermore, it is difficult to dissociate the reasonable procedures from those employed as a matter of religious custom. Now and then some unusually intelligent individual, forerunner of his kind, must have arrived by some crude logic at certain procedures of a purposeful nature and the results achieved were attributed to supernatural agencies. Two of the earliest operations of which we know are of this kind, circumcision and the trephining of the skull. The latter affords one of the most interesting enigmas in surgery. In places as far apart as France, Bohemia, Portugal, Peru, and Japan, skulls of the late stone or the bronze age have been discovered which had been perforated some time before death, as proved by the healing of the bone. In the South Sea Isles until a recent date, since when the devils from abroad have been more to be feared than those from within, it had been the custom in headache to scrape a hole through the top of the skull. This operation was developed only when man learned to chip his flint in such a fashion that it would cut with sufficient facility, and he acquired such skill only because he needed such an instrument in his daily struggle for food. Thus we will find throughout the story that the development of surgery is dependent upon and keeps pace pari passu with the more commonplace needs of man. It is not enough, however, to devise a new thing, it is necessary to communicate it to one's fellows, and in primeval society such were spread and handed down by the priest-physician. The breath of tradition is but the word of the mouth and is an evanescent thing that leaves historical evidence by chance. So in the trephining of the skull, the record is accidental and only permanent because it was engraved on that tissue most fit to survive the corrosion of time.
Before the first written record, hundreds of thousands of years passed by and we know of no advances in surgery. Wheat and other grains meanwhile were found to grow plentifully in the valleys and deltas of the Ganges, the Euphrates and the Nile. Food was plentiful there and man migrated to those regions and reproduced abundantly. He found wealth and with it freedom from the constant seeking for his daily needs, and the discovery of the individual became common knowledge, for many people were gathered together within restricted areas. There copper and fire first came in contact, and there were "forged the instruments that raised civilization out of the slough of the stone age".
A better tool for slaying and preparing food as well as for dealing with one's enemies was also a better instrument for surgery and it may well be that the rite of circumcision which was a custom of the Egyptians arose at this time. With this new civilization appeared writing as an aid to trade, and law as an incident of a strong and centralized government. The laws were recorded in order that a common procedure might be followed and in this fashion was inscribed the first written record of surgery in the code of Hammurabi, a ruler in Babylon some two thousand years before Christ. We learn that operations were performed but under the menace of the "lex taliones" of an eye for an eye, by which the surgeon was likely to suffer as greatly as the patient. It reads:-"If a doctor has treated a gentleman for a severe wound with a lancet of bronze and has caused the gentleman to die or has opened an abscess of the eye for a gentleman and has caused the loss of the gentleman's eye, one shall cut off his hands." A rather peremptory method of limiting the damage that a surgeon might do. It is apparent that the bronze knife had now become an instrument of surgery and that wounds were being drained and abscesses opened, but under such penalties that the practice could not have been common or wide-spread.
The messengers of the king and of the merchants posted here and there throughout the land bearing their tablets of clay, and libraries were gathered together, chiefly of government and law. The man of science such as he was, sat at the feet of the king that he might inform him of the future and so he bent his energies to the inspection of the livers of sacrificial animals and to a study of the courses of the stars. The fate of the sick was nought to the king; authority held sway and surgery trod a thorny path with a hesitating step.
Meanwhile, another great civilization, a more humane one perhaps, was fomenting in the valley of the Nile. To the Egyptian death was not altogether either inevitable or undesirable. He looked backward to the great priest-physician Imhotep, who in later days became the god of healing and taught that "disease and death were not natural and inevitable but caused by some magic influence" which might be driven away by some powerful magic, to which drugs, diet, and surgery were valuable accessories. At first the attitude of the priests and rulers was more liberal and the means of communication more facile, for men were not making records on stone and clay alone as in Babylon. The "reed of Egypt" was found to lend itself to the stroke of another reed dipped in a primitive ink. This culture leavened the mental loaf of the overwhelming barbarians from the north even as the Greek did the Roman and the Roman the Frank in later centuries and so we come to the beginnings of modern civilization. As Gompertz writes:-"Then was the teeming wealth of constructive imagination united with the sleepless critical spirit which shrunk from no test of audacity; then was the most powerful impulse to generalization coupled with the sharpest faculty for descrying and distinguishing the finest shades of phenomenal peculiarity; then was the religion of Hellas which afforded complete satisfaction to the requirements of sentiment, and yet left the intelligence free to perform its destructive work." We know that there were physicians and surgeons, for in Homer, Machaeon on the plain of Troy withdrew the death-dealing dart, stilled the flowing blood and applied the all-healing balm. We know also that two generations before Hippocrates, as told by Heroditus, Democedes treated the dislocated ankle of King Darius and cured his wife, the daughter of Cyrus, of an abscess of the breast. Hospitals were opened in the temples of Esculapius, libraries built up and schools organized in which for centuries imagination tempered by criticism and forged by observation brought the knowledge of medicine and surgery to a level which became the starting point of all future progress. The motif is expressed in Plato's Law "There are in effect two things, to know and to believe one knows; to know is science, to believe one knows is ignorance".
There was a conjunction at this time of the knowledge of Egypt and Assyria, mobilized by the improved methods of writing and swept together by the increased facilities of communication, and meeting in Greece a reasoning faculty, free from the restraint of authority or tradition and unfrightened by superstition. As Maine says, "Except the blind forces of nature nothing moves in this world which is not Greek in origin".
It is not surprising then that we find surgery at a high plane when we examine the Hippocratic writings. Fractures and dislocations were dealt with in a manner that is modern. The signs of serious intra-cranial damage were recognized, the rational indications for trephining known, empyema of the chest was diagnosed and treated much as we do now, and the surgical armamentarium was ample for modern work. The treatment of wounds was "founded on a wide experience, minute and profound observation, and an enlightened and infinitely cautious judgment. The water for washing the wounds, unless very pure, was filtered and boiled, the linen dressings were of new material and the hands and nails of the operator were cleansed. In fresh wounds healing by first intention was expected, though in less recent and contused wounds suppuration was anticipated. It was by his surgery that Hippocrates was led to announce clearly and categorically the first principles of inductive research and practice; namely, phenomena first, then judgment, then general propositions, then practical knowledge and craft. He lacked only one thing and that was trial by experimentation."
Hippocrates was not an isolated phenomenon. His writings as they have come down to us are in part a compilation of the Alexandrian school of a hundred years later, a period during which progress had not been arrested. Praxagoras, a generation after the Master, in obstruction of the bowels advocated the opening of the abdomen, the removal of the obstructed portion and the uniting of the ends of the intestine with sutures. This advice was founded without doubt upon clinical observation. It is interesting and suggestive that the same instructions were given in the Hindu medical encyclopediae of the time, the Charaka and the Susrata.
These books were a product of the third great civilization which had at the same time as the Grecian been thriving on the delta of the Ganges and on the fertile plains of India. Until it came in contact with the Greeks we know nothing of it. It is probable that medicine and surgery as we see them in China today, locked in the hands of formalism and ancestor-worship, represent very well the status in India up to the time of Buddha. About 500 years before Christ a great religious revival swept over India, the essence of which was humanism, a creed of gentleness and charity to all men, as opposed to Brahminism and its rigid and inhuman caste system. By 327 the field was ripe for the planting of new seed. When Alexander, the pupil of the Stagirite, swept through the passes of western India with his historians and his philosophers, he carried with him the Greek "logos" which fell on virgin soil. He founded cities, formed alliances, and implanted many foci of Greek influence in the Punjab. Seleucus, who retained the eastern kingdom after Alexander's death, gave his daughter to the founder of the Maurya dynasty, and his grandson Asoka, who reigned in the second century before Christ, took back the provinces which for a hundred years had been under Greek influence but kept in contact with the successors of Alexander. Asoka, who was also the great expounder of Buddhism, founded hospitals for both man and beast, and ranked physicians among the five requisites of a civilized land. During his time and thereafter were compiled the Charaka and Susrata which tell us of the high state of surgery, whether it be of Hindu origin or of Greek is not important. More than one hundred surgical instruments and a splint of bamboo, were carefully described. Fractures and dislocations were well understood, wounds were carefully treated and under certain circumstances sutured, foreign bodies of iron were extracted with the magnet, tumors and lymphatic nodes were removed, ascites and hydrocele were tapped with a trocar, and scrotal hernia was operated upon. The anatomy of blood vessels, however, was not understood and the ligature not used. A cataract operation and the Indian method of plastic repair of deformities of the nose, have found their way into modern practice. The teaching of surgery was elaborately carried out. "Book learning was of no use without experience and manual skill in operating. The difficult surgical operations were shown to the student upon wax spread upon a board, on gourds, cucumbers, and soft fruits; tapping and puncturing were practiced on a leathern bag filled with water or soft mud; scarification and bleeding on the fresh hides of animals from which the hair had been removed; puncturing and lancing upon the hollow stalks of water-lillies or the vessels of dead animals; bandaging was practiced on flexible models of the human body; suturing on leather and cloth, the plastic operations on dead animals; and the application of caustics and cauteries on living animals." Much of this practice is closely akin to that developed at the same time in the Alexandrian school, of which we shall speak in a moment and must have been of common knowledge throughout the greater part of post-Alexandrian Greece. Brahminism was never extinguished however, and with its rigid form soon snuffed out in greater part the humanity of Buddha and almost completely the flame of Greek intelligence. Surgery in India was but a candle which shone for a brief moment in an otherwise impenetrable darkness.
Though the transplants of Greek culture in India withered away, cut off as they soon were from their sources on the shores of the Mediterranean, there was for a time abundant growth elsewhere. Before setting out for the east, Alexander passed down the coast of Asia Minor and Palestine, cutting off the bases of the Persian fleet, sojourned for a time in Egypt and there did perhaps the most worthy thing in his career,-founded Alexandria. Within a generation of his death and within a century of Hippocrates under the guidance of the first Ptolemy, apparently also a disciple of Aristotle, a great museum and library were instituted. This was in essence the first university and in mechanics and physics, in mathematics, astronomy and optics it had a faculty of which any succeeding university might well boast. This was composed of such men as Archimedes, Euclid, Atrabo, and Ptolemy, and in medicine Herophilus and Erasistrabus. It is of great interest to surgery that here began the first study of anatomy and pathology and that men went out trained in a broader fashion than ever before. As Wells says, "For the first time in the world's history a standard of professional knowledge was set up". The effect on operative surgery was immediate and lasted until the decline of the Roman Empire. Herophilus operated even on the liver and spleen and had sufficient familiarity with the latter to know that it was not essential to life. Ammonius devised an instrument for breaking up and removing stone in the bladder.
In two hundred years the University had run its course. The patronage of the Ptolemies, beneficial at first, later became restrictive. The authority was no longer in living knowledge but in the written page and "wisdom passed away and left pedantry behind. Alexandria was familiar with a new type of human beings, a species not unfamiliar to us today, shy, eccentric, unpractical, incapable of essentials, the bent Scholarly Man." Indeed, Alexandria should have kept in mind the epigram. Non scholae sed vitae discimus. Surgery, however, continued to grow and at about the time of the birth of Christ, Celsus, a Roman encyclopedist and litterateur, summarized the advances of the Alexandrian school. In the seventh and eighth books he told of surgery, and for the first time amputation of an extremity was described in detail. Plastic operations for the restoration of the nose, lips and ears were described at some length, as well as the treatment of hernia by taxis and operation. In cases of sinuses of the chest wall, resection of a rib was mentioned and subcutaneous urethrotomy was practiced when the urethra was blocked by a calculus. Tumors, of which surgeons before and after him were afraid, were excised. His operation for stone of the bladder held the field until the time of Malgaigne and Cheselden.
Meanwhile, Rome had become materially dominant, Egypt and Pergamumn had fallen under her dominion and upon the shoulders of the latter fell the cultural mantle of Alexandria. There, in I39 A. D., Galen was born and there he had his home when he was not in Rome. After studying in Alexandria and assimilating the book-lore of his time, he practiced for many years in the Imperial City as a surgeon and as a physician, but above all in importance as an experimentor. Hippocrates and his successors had observed and weighed the evidence, but Galen first tested the truth by experimentation. Of particular interest to surgery is the fact that he used the ligature for the control of bleeding and therefore must have known something of the anatomy of the blood vessels. He even tells us where he got his "Celtic linen thread" at a shop in the Via Sacra between the temple of Rome and the Forum, and that same Celtic linen,is today the best ligature material that we have. He followed the Hippocratic desideratum of healing by first intention, an ideal soon to be lost as were most other ideals. As Albutt says "After Galen medicine and surgery came to the evening of the second day". The onset of darkness was not abrupt, however, and in the twilight two men shone as stars of lesser magnitude, Antyllus and Paul of ARgina. The former, who practiced about 300 in the reign of Diocletian, carried out the most enterprising operations of any surgeon up to his time. He ligated and excised aneurysms, and resected the long bones and those of the upper and lower jaws. Paul of AEgina, who wrote about 650, summarized again some 6oo years after Celsus for the state of surgery, and Book VI of his compendium was the standard text for the declining Eastern Empire. After passing through the hands of the Arab Albucasis in the tenth century it finally appeared in Europe by way of the Moors and Cordova in the thirteenth century. There does not seem to have been any great advance from the time of Antyllus; perhaps there was some retrogression, and Paul's importance is that he brought the whole surgery of the ancient world to a focus and handed it on to a distant posterity.
It is well to pause here before we pass over the slough of despond of the next 500 years, and make an accounting of the period which has just come to a close. The growth of trade and the centralization of wealth, in spite of the wars and kings of which we read mostly in history, had provided a soil of leisure and physical opportunity in Babylonia and in Egypt which was largely unproductive. The domination of king-cult in the former and of priestcraft in the latter rimmed intellectuality within narrow bounds. At last in the Egean Isles came a race, who treated their gods with as little reverence as they did their rulers, who thought as they chose, and immediately the soil gave forth an abundant growth, which died under the Roman Empire. I would hesitate to write of the reasons for the fall of Rome but of the cause of the co-incident decline of surgery there is less doubt. Until the time of Augustus, there were many resources in many hands and particularly in the hands of the Greeks. Alexandria which flourished under the patronage of the first Ptolomies is the high-water mark of this period. After this to a constantly increasing degree, wealth passed into the hands of those to whom it served only as an implement for greater personal power and for imperial expansion. The width of domain, the overhead of government, the power in a few hands impoverished all but those who ruled, and they cared for little but power. They were content to hire the Greek to teach them letters and philosophy, to provide them with art, and to care for them when they were sick, and so the soil became impoverished. At the same time the wide tolerance of opinion which existed even among the early Romans was encroached upon. The theocrasia of later Alexandria was but an amusement whose greatest harm was the deflection from worthy pursuits of minds of great attainment. The birth of Christianity promised the softening of a hard and unkind world and toward this end it worked for 200 years.
It soon came in contact with the pagan gods and it was apparent that either pagan Rome must fall or Christianity. After a last effort on the part of Diocletian to subdue the Christians, Constantine in the third century became converted to the faith and all tolerance was at an end. Occasion provided by resources was gone and also in-IO tegrity of intellect; surgery became but a by-word in a dogmatic and ignorant world.
The remnants of Greek medicine passed through three channels into the beginnings of our modern civilization. In Southern Italy, where the Greek intelligence had been predominant since its early colonization, there was a slender rivulet which ran its course from 8oo until about I300. This carried on in the western world what was left to it of Greek thought and until the universities of France and Northern Italy came into their own. At Salernum, the "Civitas Hippocratica" on the western shore of Italy, surgery was carried on but it had fallen into lesser days: "The Glosses of the Four Masters on the Surgery of Roger and Roland" attribute this to two causes, namely, the division of surgery from medicine and the neglect of anatomy. Roger and Roland summed up the surgery of their day and that of the school of Salernum at its zenith, and determined the practice thereafter for many years. They were "wound surgeons" and departed so far from the Hippocratic thesis as to promote the formation of pus, rather than to expect healing by first intention. The bones of St. Matthew were considered more potent than the lancet, and when Salernum was sacked by Henry VI in the eighth century its light went out.
A second channel was a more devious one but carried a larger stream. We must go back to the fifth century for the source. A large and well educated group of Nestorian Christians was driven by the church from Edessa into Persia where they were welcomed by the more liberal minded Arabs. Two centuries later this people swept in a wave of fanaticism to the walls of Constantinople and the gates of Tours. In Alexandria and in Asia Minor alike they seized the libraries and with avidity assimilated into their own language that which the Nestorians had taught them to reverence. As far as surgery was concerned this learning was entirely book-lore and the Arabs added nothing of importance to it. The greatest of the surgical commentators was Albucasis and the last two books in his great system of medicine are devoted to this subject. His work was early transplanted into Salernum by Constantine Africanus and into Western Europe by the translators of the University of Toledo. In this manner the Greek fathers, much degraded, reached their destination, having been translated from Greek to Syriac, to Arabic, and to medieval Latin. It is not surprising that some discrepancies were observed when the original Greek manuscripts finally came to Italy and France through the third channel.
Constantinople, in spite of many vicissitudes carried the much dimmed torch of Greek culture down to the beginnings of the revival of learning. It did not throw its beams far, however, until the retiring crusaders in small part and the fleeing scholars in great part, at its fall in I453 carried with them the precious originals. The regard for Orthodoxy in Byzantium and the respect for the written word among the Saracens had laid so heavy a hand upon the investigative mind that nothing had been added to the Greek tradition. The records, somewhat musty with time, were handed on to arrive in the western world at an opportune moment.
With the fall of this great eastern port and commercial center, the commerce of the east passed into the hands of the mercantile towns of upper Italy and to the trade centers of France, Montpellier and Paris. Men of wealth founded centers of learning, the students of which flung themselves into a study of the originals as well as of the translations. They soon discovered important differences and began to suspect that the written word was not necessarily authoritative. Some were so audacious as to suggest that the anatomy of Galen was not final and turned to the examination of the body by dissection. Chairs were established in anatomy and surgery conjointly, Mundinus at Bologna, Sylvius at Paris, and later Vesalius at Padua were among the earliest and most famous of the incumbents. At last a foundation of which the cornerstone had been laid in Alexandria some I500 years previously was being actively constructed. The surgeons had meanwhile been reduced to a low estate. The beneficent orders of the church had in great part taken over the care of the sick as well as the education of mankind. The shedding of blood was not a matter for priestly hands except when some heresy was to be corrected and the edict of Tours ecclesia abhoret a sanguine was closely followed by the pronouncement of Paris spoken of previously. As a result there came into being the College of St. Come, the surgeons of the long robe, who did little but ape their magic and drug-ridden medical brethren and left the practice of surgery to the uneducated surgeon of the short robe, the barber surgeon.
As far as the general practice went this was true but there were some exceptions and we must go back to the beginnings of the University of Bologna and Theodoric, a Dominican, for the first bright light in the rejuvenation of surgery. In the thirteenth century he appears as the exponent of the Hippocratic thesis of healing by first intention or without the formation of pus. He says, "All modern surgeons profess that pus should be generated in wounds. No error can be greater than this. Such a practice is indeed to hinder nature, to prolong the disease and to prevent the agglutination and consolidation of the wound." Great credit must be given him for this observation but scarcely less for the instruction of such a pupil as Henri de Mofideville. Henri, of the caustic tongue, practiced in Montpellier and Paris and was the teacher of Guy de Chaulliac, the father of French Surgery. With an audacity that threatened to bring upon him the anathema of the church he "declared that God did not exhaust his creative power in making Galen. He twitted the clerks who were supposed to know surgery by the grace of God, and asked how a man is to make even so small a thing as a nail by listening to lectures on the art or indeed by merely watching others do it for ever so long." He also realized the importance of anatomy and introduced his treatise on surgery with an anatomical dissertation. Albutt says "that he resented almost with violence the gibe that surgery is merely a handicraft. If the mind must inform the hand in its operation, the hand in its turn instructs the mind to interpret the general proportion by the particular instance. By experience without reason we make some progress, but by reason without experience we cannot get along at all." He taught the doctrines of Theodoric and says "avoid the formation of pus, which is not a stage of healing but a complication. If treated on Theodoric's and my instructions, every simple wound will heal without any notable collection of pus." A shrewd and practical man was Henri, not given to bowing before authority, and more nearly right than his pupil Guy whose texts were the standard for surgery of the western world, almost down to the present day. The latter smacked too much of the scholastic, and the soft airs of the Papal Court at Avignon had tempered his independence of mind. He committed the unpardonable error of forgetting the instructions of Henri and Theodoric and so fastened laudable pus upon surgery until the time of Lister.
So far we have uncovered nothing in advance of the surgery of the post-Alexandrian school and in some things there is retrogres-I3 sion. The purposeful operations for the cure of hernia and the removal of bladder-stone were in the hands of the ignorant barber surgeon and the peripatetic quack. Men were still struggling, up to the beginnings of the sixteenth century, entangled in the web of tradition and dogmatic authority. This superstitious state of mind is well indicated by old Burton who introduced his Anatomy of Melancholy as follows:
Methinks I hear, methinks I see Ghosts, goblins, fiends; my phantasy Presents a thousand ugly shapes, Headless bears, black men, and apes, Doleful outcries, and fearful sights, My sad and dismal soul affrights.
The physician of the period was well described by Chaucer: The web was rapidly weakening however. St. Thomas Aquinus had introduced the science of Aristotle into the councils of the church to their considerable enlightenment. Gun-powder had made the ruler more vulnerable and the serf less of a slave. With this sense of freedom came a desire for more knowledge. Lastly and most important of all, in time to meet this longing came the making of books. With this, as Wells says, "the intellectuality of the world entered upon a new and far more vigorous phase. It ceased to be a little trickle from mind to mind. It became a broad flood in which thousands and presently scores and hundreds of thousands of minds participated." No longer was knowledge shut up in-the cell of the monastery or the scarcely less austere library of the university. In Germany men were poring over the newly printed Bible and so came the reformation. Everywhere surgeons were studying the magnificent tomes of the Corpora Fabrica of Vesalius or the works of Guy de Chaulliac. Great minds had an audience and thoughts that previously would have been laboriously inscribed and more laboriously copied by hand, became within a short time through the printed page, matters of current and general knowledge. So inspiration begat inspiration and there appeared Bacon, Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Vesalius, and Harvey.
Such added facility for the obtaining of knowledge could not but affect the surgeon. The barber surgeon who previously could not consult the manuscript in the library or the monastery, could now in the sixteenth century, have his own copy. As a result such barber surgeons as Franco and Pare carried the practice of surgery to, or beyond, that of the later Greeks. At last there were men daring enough and sufficiently well-informed to do what Antyllus and his immediate successors did. Franco brought again into the field of legitimate surgery the operations for hernia, for stone, for diseases of the eye, and performed many plastic procedures.
Pare, the D'Artagnan of surgery, as Albutt says "stands alone in the surgery of the renaissance as an independant, original and inventive genius and as a gentle, masterly and true man. Himself of humble origin he won for surgery in France a social place and respect it had never attained before." By sheer weight of character he rose from the grade of barber surgeon to that of army surgeon then to be a member of the College of St. Come. He is the most outstanding figure in all surgery, a friend of the common soldier and the adviser of kings. Pare accomplished two things of the greatest importance, the popularization of the simple treatment of wounds and the introduction of the use of the ligature in amputation. They were not innovations but when Pare started practice wounds were being treated with boiling oil in accordance with the authority of John of Vilgo, and amputation stumps were being cauterized with the hot iron, a relic of Arabian surgery.
Toward the end of Pare's life Etienne Gourmelon, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, attacked him sharply, because his views on these matters did not coincide with the authorities, and what fame IS the worthy Dean has today is a sorry one, as a result of Pare's scathing reply in his "Journeys in Diverse Places." It will repay anyone to read Stephen Paget's translation, to which I am indebted for the following abstracts.
Pare writes "Let me say you are like a young lad of Low Brittany who asked leave of his father to come to Paris. When he had come, the Organist of the Church of Our Lady found him at the Palace gate; who took him to blow the organs and there he was for three years. He sees that he can speak a little French and goes home to his father and tells him he speaks good French, and moreover knows how to play well on the organs; his father received him very joyfully, that he was clever in so short a time. He went to the organist of their great church there, and prayed him to let his son play on the organs, so that he might know whether he was a skillful master as he said; which the Master Organist granted willingly. Being entered into the organs he cast himself with a great leap at the bellows; the Master Organist bids him play, and he himself would blow the bellows. Then the young man tells him, I know nothing else but only how to play on the bellows. You too, mon petit Maistre, I think you know nothing else but how to chatter in a chair; but as for me I will play upon the keys, and make the organs sound." And now for his experiences in the wars where many a surgeon before and since has received his training: "The soldiers within the castle seeing our men come on with great fury, did all they could to defend themselves, and killed and wounded many of our soldiers with pikes, arquebuses, and stones whereby the surgeons had all their work cut out for them. Now I was at this time a fresh-water soldier; I had not yet seen wounds made by gunshot at the first dressing. It is true I had read in John de Vilgo, first book, of Wounds in General, eighth chapter, that wounds made by firearms partake of venosity, by reason of the powder; and for their cure he bids you cauterize them with oil of elders scalding hot. At last my oil ran short, and I was forced instead thereof to apply a digestive. Beyond expectation I found that those to whom I had applied my digestive medicament had but little pain and, their wounds without swelling or inflammation, having rested fairly well that night; and others, to whom the boiling oil was used, I found feverish, with great pain and swelling about the edges of their I6 wounds. Then I resolved never more to burn thus cruelly poor men with gunshot wounds." And again, "There was a culverin-shot passed through the tent of M. de Rohan, which hit a gentleman's leg who was of his household. I had to finish the cutting off of it, which I did without applying the hot irons." Another servant had been greviously wounded and Pare in pity told M. de Rohan that the man "still might be cured if he were well dressed", and then the characteristic expression "I dressed him to the end of his case and God healed him". Pare realized that the natural course of a wound is to heal itself, and interference should be as little as possible. This phrase "dressed the wound, God cured it" might well be made more of today.
It is with reluctance that I leave this surgeon of calm judgment and personal charm to take up the boorish, loud-mouthed iconoclast, Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim, called Paracelsus. He lived in the age of Luther and was a contemporary of Pare. He was "the man above all others who broke the Arabian schools, and struck at the solemn rubbish taught at the TJniversities". With a bold gesture he contradicted authority. Called to the chair of medicine and surgery at Basel, he burnt Galen, txverroes, and Avicenna in the market place, even as Luther had burned the Pope's bull six years before. As Paget remarks "it would be pleasant to write an essay on the hundred best books that have been burned". However, with all his chatter, he was immeasurably right in some things. He was the only surgeon between Henri de Mondeville and Lister to preach the healing of wounds without pus and for this alone he deserves our respect.
The sixteenth century was a period of the clearing away of rubbish, and with this partly accomplished, in the seventeenth century men began to breathe more freely. Further progress was dependent upon the development of the ancillary sciences. We have seen with Vesalius the start of the study of modern anatomy. In I628 the surgeon, Harvey, with his description of the circulation of the blood, founded modern physiology. As one result of the better understanding of the anatomy and the physiology of the circulation came the invention of the tourniquet which reached its final form with Petit in the early eighteenth century. At the same time Sir Christopher Wren of architectural fame began to play with I7 the problem of transfusion of the blood. As a still greater result came the period during which amputations and the surgery of the blood vessels were brought to a level only to be surpassed after Lister. Those were the days when manual dexterity was at a premium, when the surgeon fetched off a leg in the twinkling of an eye or ligated a great vessel almost between breaths. Finesse in applied anatomy, and a bold and rapid judgment were necessary in order to shorten the anguish of operative procedures carried out without an anesthetic.
This advance had been made on the basis of a knowledge of the normal structure and function. The study of the abnormal anatomy was initiated with the post-mortems of the surgeon Benivieni in the fifteenth century, but our real knowledge of it starts as late as I76I with Morgagni. This newcomer among the sciences is necessary to our understanding of the next great surgeon of whom I wish to speak, John Hunter. Osler says that "He was a naturalist to whom pathological processes were only a small part of a stupendous whole governed by law, which however could not be understood until the facts had been accumulated, tabulated and systematized. By his example, by his prodigious industry, and by his suggestive experiments he led men again into the old paths of Aristotle, Galen, and Harvey." Coming from that choice bit of ground in Scotland which produced at almost the same time Cullen, Hume, and Adam Smith, he practiced in London the later half of the eighteenth century. He studied with Pott, a contemporary who gave his name to a common fracture at the ankle joint, and under Cheselden, a famous predecessor, who was known for his operation for stone of the bladder. Hunter stood in the line of great English surgeons and handed down his knowledge and inspiration to Jenner, Cline, Cooper, Abernethy, Hume, and our own Physick, and all English speaking surgeons can trace their ancestry in a direct line back to him. In temperament, jealous, rude, outspoken, and intolerant, like Dr. Johnson he hated fiddlers, laced ruffles, and Frenchmen. A man furious in action but withal a dreamer, a philosopher of medicine who kept his feet on the ground.
Hunter was a tremendous worker on the most diversified topics. He solved the problem of the descent of the testes in the fetus, he traced the olfactory nerve, and the placental circulation, and determined the function of the lymphatics. Having ruptured his tendon-Achilles, like Pott in similar circumstances, he put his mind upon his own disease, devised the operation of subcutaneous tenotomy and studied the healing of tendons in animals. He wrote on post-mortem digestion of the stomach, he described the natural history of the teeth, and he read papers before the Royal Society on birds and their manner of breathing, and on the stomach of the Gillaroo trout. He investigated the temperature of animals and of vegetables, described the change of plumage in non-breeding pheasants, and wrote an essay on the organ of hearing in fishes. He studied experimentally the development of the collateral circulation in the antler of the deer after ligation of the main artery and he applied this knowledge to the cure of aneurysm. He explained satisfactorily the inflammation of veins, and presented the world with a treatise on "The Venereal Disease". He published a work on "Animal Economy" and discussed before the Royal Society the "Wolf, Jackal and Dog", and in a second paper the structure and physiology of whales. Just before his death a paper appeared on hive bees which he had studied for twenty years, and post-humously "A treatise on the Blood, Inflammation and Gunshot Wounds", the first scientific study of inflammation. In addition he made collections from all parts of the world and left at his death, as his only possession of value, a museum of nearly 14,000 specimens. Hunter undoubtedly had in mind the theory of evolution and in a frenzy of industry he covered the whole field of biology of his day, in a manner suggestive of Lorenzo da Vinci and Aristotle. In addition, he carried on a large surgical practice. As Mumford says "He means for us the first and the greatest English-speaking exponent of proper scientific research. He is the father of us all, physicians, surgeons, laboratory students, for he wrought mightily in all fields."
We are now approaching closely enough to our own times so that it is difficult to get the proper historical perspective. In I817 abdominal surgery took its first great step forward with the report of the removal of ovarian tumors by McDowell in the back woods of Kentucky, a procedure which our own Nathan Smith duplicated a little later in Connecticut. It was received with scepticism, however, and might well have died out as a legitimate procedure had it not been for the discoveries of anesthesia and antisepsis.
An operation at this time was, in the minds of most surgeons, as Nathan Smith said, "a confession of failure", and was performed only in the face of the most urgent necessity. The patient was filled with opium and brandy so that he approached the table stuporous and intoxicated, but still the suffering was horrible, and the ultimate outcome of even the simplest procedure was always in doubt. You remember the pathetic story in "Rab and His Friends", the removal of the diseased breast by the great Syme, the onset of the infection, and the sad homecoming of Rab and the husband James.
In i839, Velpeau, a great French surgeon, wrote that "To escape pain in surgical operations is a chimera which we are not permitted to look for in our day. A cutting instrument and pain in operative medicine are two words which never present themselves the one without the other in the minds of the patients, and it is necessary for us surgeons to admit this association." Yet in a decade his prophecy was proved false, for on October I6, I846, at 'the Massachusetts General Hospital, John Collins Warren removed a tumor under ether anesthesia given by Morton. A new era opened to the surgeon and to the patient. The result was instantaneous. At this same hospital in the previous five years I 84 operations were performed, in the five years succeeding, 487. One can scarcely blame Oliver Wendell Holmes for bursting into florid prose at the occasion of his introductory lecture to medical students a year later when he said: "Here almost within the year the unborrowed discovery first saw the light, which has compassed the whole earth before the sun could complete his circle in the zodiac. In this very hour while I am speaking how many human creatures are cheated of pangs which seemed inevitable as the common doom of mortality, and lulled by the strange magic of the enchanted goblet, held for a moment to their lips, into a repose which has something of ecstasy in its dreamy slumbers. The knife is searching for disease, the pulleys are dragging back dislocated limbs, nature herself is working out the primal curse which doomed the tenderest of her creatures to the sharpest of her trials, but the fierce extremity of suffering has been steeped in the waters of forgetfulness, and the deepest furrow in the knotted brow of agony has been smoothed forever."
The first burst of optimism soon struck a graver note; more patients were operated upon, but the mortality from infection was frightful. Half of all patients undergoing amputations died from erysipelas, pyemia and septicemia and this mortality was much the same in all extensive operative procedures. Previously the operations were few; now that they were many, the hospitals became "stinkpots of corruption". Albutt says that in his student days, which fell in this period, he was shown "a row of amputations, with stumps pouring pus in cataracts upon the cushions" and an officer of the hospital exclaimed to him, "That sir, is what I like to see! Nothing so wholesome in a wound as a good discharge of laudable pus". Sir James Simpson, who introduced chloroform, believed "that the man laid on the operating table in one of our surgical hospitals is exposed to more chances of death than the English soldier on the field of Waterloo". "Death always stalked grimly behind the surgeon."
A young Englishman by the name of Lister had gone in i86i to Edinburgh to work with Syme. He was appalled at the sights and smells in the surgical wards and resolved to make his life work some solution of this state of affairs. He noted that patients with a simple fracture healed without fever or the formation of pus and also that those with a compound fracture almost invariably developed pus in the wound and some two-thirds died from septicemia anid pyemia. It occured to him that the air must carry into the wound something that was foul and he went to work to find some method of sealing the compound fracture so that the air could not enter. He shortly gained support for this idea from the researches of Pasteur on fermentation, which showed that broth left exposed to the air became putrid whereas if it was sealed off it remained sweet for years. As a result, Lister devised an air-tight antiseptic dressing and in i 8 65 applied it to a compound fracture. It healed with as little reaction as a simple fracture. In the next year he treated i i patients in a similar manner of which only one died, an unprecedented low mortality. He then started to operate under an antiseptic spray gradually extending the sphere of interference into regions of the body which previously were labeled noli me tangere. With indefatigable persistence he improved the technic and with no less patience he preached the doctrine until the surgical world was finally convinced of its truth. Let me give you this personality as seen through the eyes of the poet Henley, who was his patient.
"His brow spreads large and placid, and his eye Is deep and bright, with steady looks that still. Soft lines of tranquil thought his face fulfil-His face at once benign and proud and shy. If envy scout, if ignorance deny, His faultless patience, his unyielding will, Beautiful gentleness and splendid skill, Innumerable gratitudes reply. His wise, rare smile is sweet with certainties, And seems in all his patients to compel Such love and faith as failure cannot quell; We hold him another Herakles, Battling with custom, prejudice, disease, As once the son of Zeus with Death and Hell." From the unknown medicine-man with a groping intelligence first trephining the skull, to Lister who by deduction from accurate observation and experimentation, led the physician of today into the unbounded field of modern surgery, is a long story, which has been only superficially told. This clearing away of the mist of superstition and ignorance has depended in great part upon the betterment of the commonplace things of life. The aggregation of people into communities, the development of commerce, the acquisition of wealth with leisure for thought have been essential. These things alone have not been sufficient, however, for the abstract reasoning of the scholar has frequently led but into a miasma of false hypotheses out of which medicine has been retrieved by the humble observer and experimentalist who not only saw but touched the concrete facts of his science. To paraphrase Albutt: Happily, there have always been some eyes curious enough and some fingers dextrous enough to carry the art back to the skill of Hippocrates and forward to the skill of Lister and by the mouths of barbers and cutters, rather than of the pharisees of the colleges, Medicine has breathed her lowly message to her children.
